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A B S T R A C T

This paper examines the difference between strategic ambiguity as in game theory and ambiguity arising in individual decisions. We identify a new, non-strategic component underlying all strategic ambiguities, called social ambiguity. We recommend controlling for it to better identify strategic causes. Thus, we shed new light on Bohnet and Zeckhauser’s betrayal aversion in the trust game. We first show theoretically that, contrary to preceding claims in the literature, ambiguity attitudes can play a role here. We then show experimentally that social ambiguity, rather than betrayal aversion, can explain our empirical findings. Using our new control, we identify the unique effect of strategic ambiguity. Strategic complexity increases ambiguity perception and thus increases people’s likelihood insensitivity when making decisions under strategic ambiguity. Our results show the usefulness of controlling for ambiguity attitudes before speculating on strategic factors.
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1. Introduction

Ambiguity (unknown probabilities) plays a role in many social interactions because there is usually uncertainty about decisions of others and probabilities of others’ decisions are rarely available. Traditionally, game theorists have made the idealized but empirically unrealistic assumption that probabilities can be assigned to all uncertainties. Tractable and widely accepted ambiguity theories were not available when the foundations of game theory were developed. Such ambiguity theories only became available later (surveyed by Marinacci, 2015), and several theoretical papers subsequently applied ambiguity theories to game theory (surveyed by Evren, 2019 p. 287 and Kellner and le Quement, 2017 p. 272). Empirical studies began to appear only recently. These include Calford (2020), Chark and Chew (2015), Dominiak and Duersch (2019), Eichberger and Kelsey (2011), Ivanov (2011), and Kelsey and le Roux (2015, 2018).

Traditionally, ambiguity attitudes were measured using artificial events such as Ellsberg urns with compositions kept secret or experimenter-specified probability intervals where the exact probability was kept secret. For individual decisions, Bailon et al. (2018) introduced a method that can measure ambiguity attitudes for general events, so that application-relevant events can be used, increasing external validity and subjects’ motivations. Li et al. (2019) extended this method to game theory and applied it to trust games. They showed empirically that ambiguity attitudes play a role there and that ambiguity aversion reduces trust. We use their method in our experiment.
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A feature typical of game theory is that other players, unlike nature, interact consciously with the decision maker, having common or opposite interests. That is, we deal with strategic uncertainty. This paper identifies a new, non-strategic, component underlying all strategic ambiguities, which we call social ambiguity. People treat acts by humans, also in the absence of strategic interactions, differently than acts of nature, which do not involve human agency and free will. Even if game theory plays no role, then the psychological theory of mind still distinguishes social from nature uncertainty (Kets and Sandroni, 2019). For example, deliberate minds can benefit from taking each other’s perspective. The presence of deliberate, teleological actions is what distinguishes the social from the natural sciences (Veblen, 1909), also beyond game theory.

The question now arises to what extent phenomena ascribed to the strategic aspects of a game might have been driven by general non-strategic social ambiguity. We investigate this question for a well-known case: the betrayal aversion game of Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) and Bohnet et al. (2008). Henceforth, BZ refers to these two papers. Investigations of this question for other games are left as a topic for future research, where nature and social treatments can be added as in our experiment.

BZ developed a clever design using minimally acceptable probabilities (MAPs) to measure betrayal aversion in the trust game while correcting for risk attitude. They provided a theoretical analysis claiming that ambiguity attitudes cannot play any role in their experiment, and subsequently focused on risk attitudes. It led to the conclusion that betrayal aversion drives their results. However, BZ’s theoretical analysis was from a normative perspective, assuming Bayesian principles of dynamic optimization. To understand their data we should instead use a descriptive perspective. Descriptively, the aforementioned Bayesian principles are widely violated, and several authors have even argued for abandoning them normatively (references in §2). Using modern and empirically realistic ambiguity theories and their corresponding dynamic decision principles, we first show theoretically that ambiguity attitudes can very well play a role in BZ’s MAP measurements. An example then shows that ambiguity attitudes with reasonable assumptions about beliefs can give rise to BZ’s empirical findings without there being any betrayal aversion. Ambiguity is one of the confounds that affect MAP measurements, making it difficult to draw clear conclusions from them.

We then test betrayal aversion in an experiment. To control for ambiguity and analyze it, we use Li et al.’s (2019) method instead of BZ’s MAPs. We find no betrayal aversion. This is consistent with other studies that did not find it either (references in §6). We also measure social ambiguity and find that this, rather than betrayal aversion, impacts motivational (aversion-seeking) behavior in trust games.2

Whereas ambiguity about betrayal does not affect behavior motivationally, it does affect behavior cognitively, by increasing insensitivity. That is, people are extra insensitive to (differences in) likelihoods of others’ trustworthiness. Apparently, strategic ambiguity is not more aversive, or harder to process, than non-strategic (social or nature) ambiguity. This implies that people prefer to gamble on nature rather than on others’ trustworthiness when good outcomes are likely, but prefer to gamble on trustworthiness rather than on nature when good outcomes are unlikely.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a theoretical analysis, showing that ambiguity does play a role in BZ’s betrayal aversion game, and motivating the ensuing experimental investigation. Our empirical measurement of ambiguity attitudes is explained in §3, and the experiment is in §4. To parse out social versus strategic ambiguity in games and, hence, to identify what is truly caused by strategic interactions, our experiment includes the following three treatments: nature ambiguity, social ambiguity without (strategic) betrayal or special other emotions involved, and strategic social ambiguity with betrayal involved. The data and findings are in §5 and are discussed in §6. Section 7 concludes. The appendix proves some claims of §2 by providing numerical examples.

2. Dynamic models for the trust game, with and without ambiguity

Our experiment concerns the two-player trust game in Fig. 1. Throughout, (€α, €β) denotes an outcome where the 1st mover (the trustor) receives €α and the 2nd mover (the trustee) €β. The 1st mover will choose the certain outcome of Distrust if she considers it likely that the 2nd mover chooses the selfish act C.

BZ considered the above game but without act B and this is how we analyze the game in this section. (We will use B later, for reasons explained later.) In BZ’s betrayal aversion game, each subject was first asked whether she would be trustworthy (go for (15, 15)) if given the chance, without any other information. That is, subjects played the trust game here as 2nd mover. It was measured which fraction, denoted p⁎, of the subjects in the sample chose to be trustworthy. This then served as input in the following procedure.

---


2 Di Mauro and Castro (2011) used a similar line of reasoning and concluded that findings in voluntary contribution mechanism games, explained before by other regarding preferences, may instead have been due to ambiguity aversion.

3 Insensitivity implies that beliefs are all moved in the direction of fifty-fifty, with decreased discriminatory power for intermediate changes of likelihood. For risk, it leads to inverse-S probability weighting. For ambiguity, it is usually more pronounced than for risk (Trautmann and van de Kuilen, 2015). Insensitivity is an additional, cognitive, component orthogonal to the motivational aversion/seeking component, for both risk and ambiguity.
As for the role of 1st mover, subjects were asked, before being informed about the value of $p^\ast$, to specify a minimally acceptable probability (MAP) through the following question, where the italicized words between braces have been added here:

How large would the probability $p$ of being paired with Person Y [an agent] (2nd mover) who chose Option 1 [to be trustworthy] (Altruistic) minimally have to be for you to pick Alternative B [the lottery] (Trust) over Alternative A [the sure thing] (Distrust)?

If $MAP \leq p^\ast$, then the subject played the role of 1st mover who chose Trust. She was matched with a randomly chosen other subject from the sample and received the outcome resulting from the other’s choice as 2nd mover in the game. Bohnet et al. (2008 p. 297) wrote: “She thus had a $p^\ast$-chance of receiving the good outcome.” If $MAP > p^\ast$, then the subject played the role of 1st mover who chose Distrust, and the sure outcome (10, 10) resulted. Bohnet et al. (2008 p. 298) wrote about this MAP measurement:

This mechanism is incentive compatible: a rational principal should be indifferent between the sure thing and the gamble with her reported MAP, since individuals cannot affect the probability they receive in the lottery. Given our procedure, assuming that a principal adheres to the Substitution Axiom of von Neumann–Morgenstern utility, truth-telling is a dominant strategy. . . . Note that the value of $p^\ast$ in the trust game may have been thought to be more (or less) uncertain—ambiguous in the terminology related to the Ellsberg Paradox (Daniel Ellsberg, 1961) . . . But this should have no effect on the principal's reported MAP. A MAP is a cutoff value relating to preferences, and the estimated value of $p^\ast$ should not affect it; i.e., the procedure is incentive compatible even when principals are ambiguity averse. [Italics added]

Fig. 2a presents a dynamic picture of BZ’s reasoning, which we explain in some detail before discussing it. First, in the upper circle, the value $p^\ast$ (ranging from 0.00, 0.01, . . . , to 1.00) is determined. Next, at the resulting square, conditioned on the value of $p^\ast$, the subject’s 1st mover choice between left (Distrust; safe) and right (Trust; risky) is implemented. Note that this can be taken as a risky decision only after having conditioned on $p^\ast$. A restriction in this game is that the subject, if choosing right conditional on some probability $p^\ast$, must also do so for all higher probabilities $p^\ast$. That is, the subject has to choose a MAP and then choose right for all $p^\ast \geq MAP$ and left for all $p^\ast < MAP$. Subjects will want to satisfy this restriction anyhow, so that it is no real restriction. Finally, in the case of Trust, the other player’s (2nd mover) choice is implemented in the lower circle.

Fig. 2b depicts an assumed indifference regarding risk attitude. The encircled subtree in Fig. 2a, for $p^\ast = 0.24$, has a less favorable risky act than in Fig. 2b, so that here a left (Distrust) choice follows. It also does at all subtrees to the left. In all subtrees to the right, a right (Trust) decision follows. MAP is 0.25, or more precisely, 0.245. The risk attitude in Fig. 2b completely determines the behavior of the subject in the trust game, and her ambiguity attitude plays no role. This was BZ’s reasoning, because of which they ignored ambiguity attitudes in the rest of their paper.
A difficulty with BZ’s reasoning is that it is normative; see the words in italics in their citation above. BZ’s reasoning holds for rational expected utility maximizers. In particular, it requires that the encircled decision in the subtree in Fig. 2a is evaluated irrespectively of what goes on in the other subtrees. We call this requirement consequentialism. Other terms used in the literature include isolation and separability, and the requirement is part of backward induction. The relevant question here is descriptive, though. Will the reasoning hold for most subjects in BZ’s or our experiments, and will it hold for most human beings?

At the end of the 1980s, it became widely understood that consequentialism, together with two even more seemingly innocuous and self-evident dynamic decision principles (dynamic consistency and reduction of compound lotteries\(^4\)) have a strong implication for static decisions: they imply expected utility (Machina, 1989). Burks (1977 Ch. 5) and Kahneman and Tversky (1979; pseudo-certainty) had argued this earlier. Thus, everyone deviating from expected utility, including all people who are not ambiguity neutral (most subjects in experiments, and most human beings in general), violate at least one of these principles. Papers that tested these conditions jointly, finding them violated to various degrees, include Cohen et al. (2000), Cubitt et al. (1998), and Dominiak et al. (2012). Many empirical violations of consequentialism have been found,\(^5\) with some more cited later. Ellis (2018) provides recent discussions of the principles and analyzes their implications for game theory. They are also central in Battigalli et al. (2019).

For situations with many different outcomes, consequentialism and backward induction may be most tractable, and may therefore be psychologically plausible. However, with relatively few different outcomes and many event branches, forward-induction type reasoning and dynamic consistency are more plausible (Amos Tversky 1993, personal communication). It is then easier for subjects to focus on each separate outcome and the event (set of paths) leading to it, as in Fig. 3, than on the many subevents with many certainty-equivalent substitutions to be carried out, as in Fig. 2. This is the case for BZ’s experiment. It provides a first reason why we think that Fig. 3 better captures subjects’ perception. Some authors even argued for abandoning consequentialism normatively (Machina, 1989; McClennen, 1990; suggested by Ellis, 2018).

Unlike Fig. 2, Fig. 3 positions the resolution of uncertainty about \(p^*\) after a MAP choice, as it is temporally experienced by the subjects. They are informed about \(p^*\) only after determining their MAP. They do not choose their MAP conditionally on \(p^*\), but, the other way around, they are informed about \(p^*\) conditionally upon (after) their MAP choice.\(^6\) This is a second reason why we conjecture that most subjects perceive BZ’s game as in Fig. 3, and why few subjects and also few researchers perceive the case as in Fig. 2 upon first reading the BZ trust game.

Under classical rational theories, a researcher is free to use Fig. 2 or 3, or whichever other dynamic model is most convenient, and apply backward induction at will, because all such analyses give the same result. This consistency is lost once we give up expected utility and adopt ambiguity theories. Then we have to deliberately choose between Fig. 2 and 3 (and possibly other candidates).

If a researcher decides to use Fig. 2 to analyze the game, then she must reckon with massive violations of consequentialism. The decision in the encircled subgame will be strongly affected by what happens in the other subgames. Such global effects are typical of nonexpected utility. They are enhanced because most subjects never perceive Fig. 2 and, for instance, never perceive the encircled subgame in Fig. 2 in isolation. They perceive these subgames holistically, joined, as in Fig. 3.

All events in Fig. 3 are ambiguous, and their uncertainty is complex, involving \(p^*\). Therefore, ambiguity attitudes, complexity, different beliefs, and dynamic optimization all play a role in subjects’ choices of MAP, and it is not easy to tease

---

\(^4\) This is the condition for decision under risk. Ghirardato (2002) presented its analog for uncertainty, which amounts to collapsing consecutive events. Essentially the same conditions occur in intertemporal choice (Haley, 2015).

\(^5\) In the Anscombe-Aumann (1965) framework of ambiguity, this condition received the misleading name monotonicity. Skiadas (2013 p. 63) pointed out: “This is not an innocuous assumption.” Many theoretical studies of individual choice criticized the condition on both normative and descriptive grounds. See Bade (2015), Bommer (2017), Ghirardato (2002), Hammond (1988), Holt (1986), Karni and Safra (1987), Machina (1989, 2014 p. 385 3rd bulleted point), Wakker, 2010 (Fig. 10.71). Empirical tests in individual choice falsifying it include Baltussen et al. (2012), Cox et al. (2015), and Schneider and Schonger (2018). Isolation has also been criticized in discussions of the random incentive system, where any spillover or learning effect entails a violation, and in the context of nonneutrality towards the timing of the resolution of uncertainty. We will not cite the extensive literature on these topics.

\(^6\) In game theory’s terminology, the MAP measurement is a strategy method. This can differ from posterior choice as in Fig. 2 (Bardsley et al., 2010 §6.3; Brosig et al., 2003; Güth et al., 2001).
them apart. Normatively speaking, subjects’ beliefs about receiving each outcome should not affect their choice of MAP, assuming separability of SEU, because then Fig. 3 is equivalent to Fig. 2. However, descriptively this is unlikely to be the case. The appendix gives numerical examples to show how ambiguity can impact reported MAPs and lead to BZ’s findings without requiring people to be betrayal averse.

Many researchers consider deviations from expected utility and nonneutral ambiguity attitudes to be rational (Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2011; Ellsberg, 1961; Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989; Klibanoff et al., 2005). Then it is even rational for players to let nonneutral ambiguity attitudes play a role in the trust game.

The theoretical arguments advanced here demonstrate that ambiguity can play a role in MAPs and the resulting findings on the other versus nature divide reported by BZ. The rest of the paper investigates the role of ambiguity in the trust game empirically. The MAP design does not allow for a clear separation of the impact of multiple factors, including ambiguity, and more elaborate measurements would be needed before we can interpret results from that design. We therefore adopt an alternative design to investigate the impact of ambiguity on the other versus nature divide while controlling for other factors. We then find no role for betrayal aversion in the trust game.

3. Measuring ambiguity attitudes

Consider the two-player trust game in Fig. 1, now with the act B included. We first describe how appropriately constructed side bets, using matching probabilities, can be used to measure the ambiguity attitude of the 1st mover while avoiding income effects (Costa-Gomes et al., 2014 footnote 6; Heinemann et al., 2009 pp. 189-190). A decision maker’s matching probability of an event E is the probability me such that

\[ (E : x) \sim (mE : x). \]  

That is, it makes the decision maker indifferent between the ambiguous lottery \((E : x)\) offering prize \(x\) if event \(E\) occurs and nothing otherwise, and the risky lottery \((mE : x)\) offering the (same) prize \(x\) with probability \(mE\) and nothing otherwise. Under Savage’s (1954) subjective expected utility (SEU)—thus, ambiguity neutrality—the ambiguous lottery \((E : x)\) is evaluated by its SEU, \(P(E)U(x) + (1 - P(E))U(0),\) with \(P(E)\) the decision maker’s subjective probability of event \(E\) and \(U\) her utility function. The risky lottery \((mE : x)\) is evaluated by \(mE U(x) + (1 - mE)U(0).\) The matching probability \(mE\) of an ambiguity-neutral decision maker then measures her subjective probability: \(mE = P(E).\) Then \(mE\), taken as a function of \(E,\) satisfies the laws of probability. For example, then, with \(E^{c}\) denoting complementary event, \(mE + mE^{c} = 1.\) Empirically, we usually find \(mE \neq P(E),\) because most people are not ambiguity neutral. The size and sign of the deviations from the laws of probability reflect ambiguity attitude. For example, under ambiguity aversion we have \(mE + mE^{c} < 1.\)

Fig. 4 shows a graph of the commonly observed deviations of matching probabilities from subjective (ambiguity-neutral; see §7) probabilities, assuming for simplicity that the latter can be specified. The dotted line in the figure represents the matching probabilities of an ambiguity-neutral decision maker, who treats unknown (subjective) probabilities as if they were known. Empirical studies have found that people commonly behave as represented by the solid line (Evren, 2019 p. 286; l’Haridon et al., 2018; Trautmann and van de Kuilen, 2015; Wakker, 2010 §10.4.2), displaying ambiguity aversion for likely events and ambiguity seeking for unlikely events. The commonly observed ambiguity attitude described by the solid line captures the well-known Ellsberg paradox. For example, in Ellsberg’s two-color urn problem, people prefer, regardless
of the winning color, to gamble on the known urn with equal numbers of green\(^7\) and red balls over the unknown urn. Such preferences can be accommodated by any matching probability function (including the one depicted in Fig. 4) with \(m_E < 0.5\) for event \(E\) whose subjective probability \(P(E) = 0.5^8\).

The relative elevation of the matching probability function captures the extent to which the decision maker likes or dislikes ambiguity (motivational component; ambiguity aversion or seeking), and the relative flatness in the middle captures the (in)subjectivity of the decision maker, who insufficiently discriminates different intermediate levels of likelihood of ambiguous events (cognitive component). We call the cognitive component ambiguity-generated likelihood insensitivity, or a-insensitivity for short.\(^9\)

For measuring ambiguity attitudes in a game against others, a major challenge is the difficulty of controlling for the decision maker’s subjective probabilities. Baillon et al. (2018) proposed a method that overcomes this challenge. They showed that matching probabilities of three events, constituting a partition of the state space, and their unions are sufficient for quantifying the decision maker’s ambiguity aversion and a-insensitivity, irrespective of subjective probabilities/beliefs. In the trust game of Fig. 1, it is therefore sufficient to elicit the first mover’s matching probabilities \(m_A, m_B, \) and \(m_C\) of the three single events \(A, B,\) and \(C\) corresponding to the three possible acts of the second mover, together with the matching probabilities \(m_{AB}, m_{AC}, \) and \(m_{BC}\) of the three composite events \((A \text{ or } B), (A \text{ or } C), \) and \((B \text{ or } C).\) For a detailed discussion of how such ambiguity attitudes can be measured in strategic games without disturbing the game, see Li et al. (2019). For analyses using traditional ambiguity-neutral beliefs, see Perea (2012).

Baillon et al. (2018) proposed the following two indices to quantify ambiguity aversion (b) and a-insensitivity (a):

\[
b = 1 - (m_B + m_C),
\]

\[
a = 3 \times \left(\frac{1}{3} - (m_C - m_b)\right).
\]

Here \(m_B = (m_A + m_B + m_C)/3\) denotes the average single-event matching probability, and \(m_C = (m_{AB} + m_{AC} + m_{BC})/3\) denotes the average composite-event matching probability. Intuitively, the ambiguity aversion index \(b\) captures the general elevation of the decision maker’s matching probabilities, using the sum \(m_B + m_C\) which, under ambiguity-neutrality, equals 1 so that \(b = 0.\) The a-insensitivity index \(a\) captures the flatness of the matching probability function in the middle region, using the difference \(m_C - m_B\) which, under ambiguity-neutrality, equals 1/3 so that \(a = 0.\) Positive values of \(b\) and \(a\) describe ambiguity-aversion and a-insensitivity. The larger these values, the more the decision maker deviates from ambiguity-neutrality.

4. Experiment

Subjects.

\(N = 248\) students from Erasmus University Rotterdam took part in the experiment. On average, the experimental session lasted 45 minutes and a subject earned €14.68.\(^10\)

Treatments.

The experiment was computerized and involved three between-subject treatments—nature, social, and betrayal—corresponding to the three different types of ambiguity that subjects faced. Experimental instructions are in Online Appendix A. \(N_1 = 88, N_2 = 80,\) and \(N_3 = 80\) subjects were randomly assigned to nature, social, and betrayal ambiguity, respectively. In each treatment, a subject faced a triple of mutually exclusive and exhaustive events \(A, B,\) and \(C,\) only one of which was true. Subjects did not learn the true event until the end of the experiment.

In the nature ambiguity treatment, ambiguity was generated by the hidden marking of a card drawn by each subject at the start of the experiment. The card was drawn from a deck of four cards. The subjects were informed that each card could be marked with the letter \(A, B,\) or \(C,\) but they did not know how many of the cards in the deck were marked with each of the three letters. Any composition was possible.

Subjects in the other two treatments faced social ambiguity. They were randomly assigned an anonymous partner (a fellow subject) at the start of the experiment. The events \(A, B,\) or \(C\) described the choice made by the partner. As in nature ambiguity, the ambiguity facing the subjects was presented to them at the start of the experiment, and resolved at the end. Subjects assigned to social ambiguity (without betrayal) were told that the assigned partner would choose one of three

\(^7\) We avoid Ellsberg’s black color because the symbol \(B\) is used for another purpose.

\(^8\) Let \(G\) and \(R\) denote the events that a green ball and a red ball is drawn, respectively, from the unknown urn. Chew and Sagi (2008) showed that the events can have subjective probabilities \(P(G) = P(R) = 0.5,\) but still the decision maker’s matching probabilities \(m_G\) and \(m_R\) of the two events can both be less than 0.5—i.e., \((G : x) < (R : x) < (m_G : x)\) and \(m_R : x < 0.5.\) This shows that, contrary to what has long been believed, the Ellsberg paradox can be reconciled with subjective probabilities.

\(^9\) Gonzalez and Wu (1999) provide a clear discussion of these psychological interpretations of elevation and curvature for risk attitudes. Their concepts are naturally extended to other weighting functions (Vakker, 2010 §10.4), being matching probabilities in our case. Gayer (2010) gives theoretical justifications.

\(^10\) Li et al. (2019) analyzed the trust game. Their dataset included 80 observations from this sample corresponding to one (betrayal) treatment, as well as additional observations collected separately.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambiguity Treatment</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Betrayal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1.</strong></td>
<td>General instructions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Step 2.**  
Presentation of ambiguity | Subjects drew a card from an ambiguous deck of four cards.  
It was ambiguous whether the card drawn was marked with letter A, B, or C. | Subjects were informed that they were matched with a partner, and told that the partner would choose one desired snack out of three: a salty snack, a dried fruit snack, and a chocolate bar, labeled A, B, or C.  
It was ambiguous whether the partner would choose snack A, B, or C. | Subjects were informed that they were matched with a partner, and told that the partner would choose one of three allocations: (€15, €15), (€10, €18), or (€8, €22), labeled A, B, or C.  
Subjects could choose a safe allocation of (€10, €10) or let the partner's choice determine the allocation.  
It was ambiguous whether the partner would choose allocation A, B, or C. |
| **Step 3.**  
Measurement of ambiguity attitude | Elicitation of matching probabilities of the six events A, B, C, (A or B), (A or C), and (B or C). | | |
| **Step 4.**  
Ambiguity-generating choice as a partner to another subject | Subjects made an ambiguity-generating choice for a subject in the social or betrayal treatment.  
Subjects either chose one desired snack out of three: a salty snack, a dried fruit snack, and a chocolate bar, labeled A, B, and C; or subjects chose one of three allocations: (€15, €15), (€10, €18), or (€8, €22), labeled A, B, and C. | | |

**Fig. 5.** Summary of experimental procedure.

snacks labeled A, B, and C. The partner's choice involved no betrayal, only the consideration of which of the three snacks would be most desirable to her. In the third treatment, subjects faced betrayal ambiguity. Here, subjects were presented with the description of the game and were told that the partner would choose one of the three allocations labeled A, B, and C in the trust game (Fig. 1). The partners made this choice prior to being informed about whether or not the subject chose Trust or Distrust, so that the partner's choice between A, B, and C had also been specified after the subject's choice of Distrust.

**Procedure.**

Fig. 5 presents the procedure for the three treatments. In step 1, subjects were given general instructions, common for all three treatments. In step 2, the treatment-specific ambiguity was presented. Subjects in the social and betrayal ambiguity treatments were informed that they were matched with a partner. In step 3, six matching probabilities were elicited from each subject, with the contingency events of the ambiguous lotteries varying in accordance with the subject's ambiguity treatment. Finally, in step 4 subjects in the social and betrayal ambiguity treatments selected one snack or one allocation in the role of a 2nd mover, generating ambiguity for their partners. Further details on the pairings of subjects are at the end of Online Appendix A.

**Matching probabilities and incentives.**

Matching probabilities were elicited as follows. In all three treatments, subjects faced a triple \( \{A, B, C\} \) of mutually exclusive and exhaustive ambiguous events. We elicited the following six indifferences from each subject:

---

11 We did not use the terms trust/distrust and altruistic/between/selfish for the subjects in the experiment, but only the neutral letters as labels.
(A : €15) ∼ (mA : €15),
(B : €15) ∼ (mB : €15),
(C : €15) ∼ (mC : €15),
(A or B : €15) ∼ (mAB : €15),
(A or C : €15) ∼ (mAC : €15),
(B or C : €15) ∼ (mBC : €15).

All indifferences were elicited by means of bisection. That is, subjects were presented with a binary choice between an ambiguous lottery (E : x) and a series of risky lotteries (m : x), whose probability m of winning the prize x was adjusted with each subsequent step of the bisection until the matching probability m was obtained such that (m : x) ∼ (E : x). We used a four-step bisection, and the binary choice in the first step used the risky lottery (0.50 : €15). If a subject preferred the ambiguous lottery, the risky lottery was made more attractive in the second step. If the subject instead preferred the risky lottery, then she faced a choice between the ambiguous lottery and a less attractive risky lottery in the second step. Thus, the winning chance of the risky lottery was adjusted in each subsequent step, with the size of the adjustment shrinking at each subsequent step—from +/−0.24 to +/−0.12 and +/−0.06. Following the fourth choice, the matching probability could be inferred within +/−0.03 bounds.

Bisection has the practical advantage of being an efficient tool for measuring indifferences that is also easy for subjects to understand. However, the chained elicitation of bisection, if not carefully administered, can be problematic for real incentives. Specifically, in our elicitation of matching probabilities, which were adjusted according to previous choices of participants, one may be concerned about it being advantageous for participants not to answer according to their true preferences but instead to seek to improve the stimuli (risky prospects) that will occur in future choices, or to hedge. To avoid the possibility of such strategic behavior, we adopted the prior-incentive (Prince) system proposed by Johnson et al. (2020) in our experimental design.

Prince combines the spirit of the random-incentive system, in which only one of the experimental choice questions is implemented for real, with the added benefit of preventing subjects from answering strategically in adaptive experiments (where the sequence of stimuli presented to participants is path-dependent). The key element of Prince is that the choice question implemented for real is randomly selected prior to the experiment. In our experiment, the real choice question was provided to each participant at the start of the experiment in a sealed envelope, which the participant randomly selected from a box containing the envelopes. Thus, participants knew that they could not influence the choice question that was to be played for real. As explained before, also if a subject chose Distrust, then the partner’s choices between A, B, C were still made, and the corresponding matching probabilities were still incentivized.

5. Data and findings

All statistical tests in this paper are two-sided. Monotonicity tests of matching probabilities are in Online Appendix B. Figs. 6–8 present histograms of the six matching probabilities for the three sources of ambiguity. For nature ambiguity (Fig. 6), although subjects’ matching probabilities are non-additive (due to ambiguity attitudes), they display the symmetry expected in an ambiguous situation where the decision maker has no reason to believe that one event is more likely than another event. In this case, subjects had no reason to believe that the card drawn was more likely to be marked with letter A than with letter B or letter C. The matching probabilities in Fig. 6 do not reject this for the single (p = 0.11; Friedman test) and composite events (p = 0.09; Friedman test): the average matching probability was about 0.33 for each of the single events, and 0.60 for each of the composite events.

For social and betrayal ambiguities, symmetric beliefs were no longer plausible. Figs. 7 (social ambiguity) and 8 (betrayal ambiguity) confirm this. In both treatments, subjects tended to display a higher willingness to bet on one particular event: for both social and betrayal ambiguity, p < 0.02 in all Friedman tests comparing single (composite) event matching probabilities. For social ambiguity (Fig. 7), subjects were most willing to bet on event C (partner chooses chocolate bar) (for both pairwise comparisons p < 0.001; Wilcoxon signed rank test). For betrayal ambiguity, subjects were most willing to bet on event C (partner chooses selfish C) (for both pairwise comparisons p = 0.01; Wilcoxon signed rank test). The asymmetries exhibited by the subjects’ matching probabilities were “reasonable” in the sense that the average matching probabilities (solid line) were close to the actual choice fractions of the partners (dotted line) for all events.12

The matching probabilities for social and betrayal ambiguities were more dispersed than those for nature ambiguity: (for all single events p < 0.05, for the composite events p = 0.003, 0.04, and 0.36 (Brown-Forsythe test). There was clearly more heterogeneity in beliefs in social ambiguity than in nature ambiguity: for pairwise comparisons between social and nature ambiguities p < 0.05 for all single and two of three composite events; for pairwise comparisons between strategic and nature ambiguities p < 0.05 for two of three single events and one of three composite events (Brown-Forsythe test).

12 For nature ambiguity, the “reasonableness” of subjects’ matching probabilities could be inferred from their symmetry. It was irrelevant whether their matching probabilities were close to the actually realized fractions or not. This is why we do not include dotted lines for nature ambiguity (Fig. 6).
Table 1 summarizes the distributions of subjects’ ambiguity attitudes. The top panel shows the ambiguity aversion index. For nature ambiguity, we find ambiguity aversion \((b > 0)\), consistent with the preceding literature that studied ambiguity attitudes using Ellsberg urns. However, there was no aversion toward social and betrayal ambiguities. Further, the bottom panel of the table shows that the more important component driving the deviation from ambiguity-neutrality was cognitive \((a)\) rather than motivational \((b)\). A-insensitivity was significant \((a > 0)\) for all ambiguities.
Fig. 8. Histogram of matching probabilities for betrayal ambiguity.

Table 1  
Ambiguity attitudes by ambiguity treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Ambiguity aversion index (b)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity treatment</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Interquartile range</td>
<td>Wilcoxon tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.20]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>[−0.04, 0.06]</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betrayal</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>[−0.10, 0.06]</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. A-insensitivity index (a)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity treatment</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Interquartile range</td>
<td>Wilcoxon tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[0.10, 0.34]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>[0.09, 0.28]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betrayal</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>[0.10, 0.46]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 compares the ambiguity attitudes of nature versus social and betrayal. The left panel shows the differences in ambiguity aversion. Subjects were less ambiguity averse when the ambiguity concerned a partner’s choice in a trust game (toward betrayal ambiguity) than when it concerned the marking of a card drawn from an unknown deck (p < 0.001; Mann-Whitney test). Comparison of nature ambiguity with social ambiguity shows a similar difference, with subjects displaying less ambiguity aversion toward social ambiguity than toward nature ambiguity (p = 0.02; Mann-Whitney test). When we compare social ambiguity with betrayal ambiguity, we find no difference in ambiguity aversion (p = 0.16; Mann-Whitney test). We thus do not find betrayal aversion. Instead, there is preference (rather than aversion) for social and betrayal ambiguity over nature ambiguity. The equal preference for social and betrayal ambiguity suggests that the motivational difference was driven by social ambiguity rather than by strategic ambiguity.

The right panel of Fig. 9 shows the differences in the cognitive component of ambiguity attitude, a-insensitivity. Subjects displayed a-insensitivity under all ambiguities (Table 1). They were more insensitive for betrayal than for social (p = 0.03; Mann-Whitney test) or nature (p = 0.01; Mann-Whitney test) ambiguity. Social ambiguity played no role in the cognitive divide, as there was no difference in insensitivity between nature and social ambiguity (p = 0.65; Mann-Whitney test). We conclude that, whereas social ambiguity affects the motivational divide in other versus nature ambiguity attitude, the presence of strategic complications in games against others leads to more a-insensitivity. Furthermore, stronger insensi-
tivity under betrayal ambiguity implies that people prefer betrayal ambiguity over nature ambiguity (betrayal-seeking) for small likelihoods of winning and prefer nature ambiguity over betrayal ambiguity (betrayal-averse) for larger likelihoods of winning.

6. Discussion

Li et al. (2019) analyzed the empirical role of ambiguity in the trust game. This paper adds the insights that come from identifying social ambiguity, in particular for BZ’s betrayal aversion. We found that attitudes to ambiguity in strategic interactions with others are different from attitudes toward nature-generated ambiguity that is non-social and non-strategic. Ambiguity aversion, which has been found in many preceding empirical studies and which we also find for nature ambiguity, plays no role in strategic interactions. Our subjects exhibit no aversion to betrayal ambiguity. Nor did we find ambiguity aversion when subjects face social ambiguity without strategic complications. People are less averse toward ambiguity generated by other humans—regardless of strategic aspects—than non-social Ellsberg-like mechanisms. Papers confirming this include Bolton et al. (2016) and Chark and Chew (2015).

The competence hypothesis (Heath and Tversky, 1991) may help to explain our motivational findings: people do not dislike ambiguity if they feel competent about the source generating the ambiguity. Heath and Tversky (1991) found that people preferred to bet on ambiguous events rather than equiprobable chance events when they considered themselves knowledgeable, but not otherwise. Fox and Weber (2002) confirmed the competence effect in games, analyzed as choices under ambiguity. Studies comparing preferences between ambiguous events also find that people prefer the familiar over the unfamiliar source. For instance, they prefer to bet on domestic over foreign stocks (Dimmock et al., 2016; French and Poterba, 1991) and on weather events in their home country rather than abroad (Abdelaaloui et al., 2020, Chew et al., 2012, de Lara Resende and Wu, 2010). In our experiment, subjects may have felt more competent or knowledgeable in their judgment about a fellow subject’s trustworthiness or her snack preferences, but ignorant about the Ellsberg-like mechanism. Apparently, people feel a special aversion toward artificially created Ellsberg-like ambiguity that is not representative of ambiguity in general.

Whereas our subjects do not display aversion toward social ambiguity, they still violate ambiguity neutrality. The violation is cognitive rather than motivational. There is significant likelihood a-insensitivity for all—social and non-social—ambiguities, but a-insensitivity is stronger for betrayal ambiguity. Whereas classical theories as used in BZ’s analysis have focused on motivational components, our findings add to the growing empirical evidence that insensitivity is an important component. For example, Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008, p. 731) found that subjects in their experimental games were not responsive to their subjective beliefs, and wrote: “The subjects’ play of the games appears to be naïve, as if they expected their opponents to choose actions randomly. But in the belief statement task they calibrate better, predicting roughly that their opponents respond to uniform beliefs.” This finding can well be explained by a-insensitivity. A-insensitivity also has implications for the interaction between betrayal aversion and perceived likelihood of betrayal. It implies that peo-
ple prefer betrayal ambiguity over nature ambiguity (betrayal-seeking) for small likelihoods of winning but reverse these preferences for larger likelihoods of winning.

Our findings confirm those of Fetchenauer and Dunning (2012). They found no betrayal aversion, using stimuli that avoided ambiguity and genuinely involved only risk. Houser et al. (2010) similarly found no difference between human betrayal decisions or random computer decisions. Our experiment can be taken as the extension of these results to ambiguity. Betrayal aversion has been studied in several other papers and different contexts (see Aimone and Houser, 2013 and its references) and the potential role of ambiguity attitudes there remains a topic for future research.

Our separation between social and nature ambiguity should be distinguished from the separation between ambiguity experiments with and without suspicion. In the latter, experimenters have the possibility to rig urns to reduce subjects’ earnings. Suspicion does not play any role in our experiment. In the nature experiment, for instance, subjects gamble on or against all events. The experimenters have no interest in making some events more or less likely than others. The Prince incentive system further rules out any suspicion.

It can be argued that our nature treatment is also partly social because human beings (experimenters) designed the experiment with marked cards. However, this process was random, and the experimenters did not have any deliberate interest in marking cards one way or the other. In the social treatment, human beings had interests and decided willfully. We acknowledge that our nature treatment did not completely rule out human intervention, but only reduced it relative to the social treatment. It is difficult to completely rule out any human influence in whichever situation we face in life, and especially in tasks organized by experimenters.

For neuro-studies into the relations and differences between individual and strategic uncertainties and risks, see Nagel et al. (2018) and their references. They focus on level-k thinking, which is typical of strategic uncertainty as opposed to social or nature uncertainty. Here, again, separating out a non-strategic social component will be of interest.

The absence of a difference between non-strategic and strategic social behavior that we found is, of course, typical of the betrayal aversion that we studied and will not hold in general. For example, Chierchia et al. (2018) found that an increase of strategic complexity from stag hunt to entry games makes a difference. This shows that strategic components do add effects to mere social components. Those authors considered the role of ambiguity attitude, measured through a separate traditional Ellsberg urn experiment. Their design did not aim to control for variations in beliefs in success in the various ambiguous game situations. In particular, they provided theoretical results showing that even the sure outcomes and certainty equivalents offered to particular level-k players affected the beliefs and behaviors of those players in the games they played. This motivated our design of matching probabilities that, to the contrary, did not affect beliefs or behaviors in the games themselves so that we could control for them.

Bohnet et al. (2008 p. 295) gave a psychological explanation for their finding of betrayal aversion: “If trust is violated, she [the betrayed player] may incur betrayal costs, a psychological loss above and quite apart from any material costs.” A psychological explanation for the absence found in this and other studies can be that positive emotions about gaining due to trustworthiness neutralize the negative emotions about losing due to betrayal.

We have studied ambiguity about other decision makers only in individual-player strategic decisions. The effect of group decisions (as in cooperative games) on ambiguity attitudes is a different topic, outside the scope of this paper. See Keck et al. (2014) and Keller et al. (2007). Given the early stage of the techniques presented here, we do not make strong empirical claims. Primarily, we hope that future studies in game theory will use ambiguity theories and social ambiguity to gain further insights.

7. Conclusion

This paper has shown that ambiguity plays a bigger role in games and social interactions than previously thought. Using modern refined techniques, we can parse out different components of ambiguity attitudes and identify their impact on strategic behavior. In particular, we find that a new component plays a role: social ambiguity, concerning willful acts chosen by interested others (which may be in non-strategic settings).

We apply our new controls for ambiguity attitudes to shed new light on a strategic phenomenon: Bohnet et al.’s (2004, 2008) often discussed betrayal aversion. Our analysis leads to new insights that strongly deviate from traditional inferences. Contrary to earlier claims in the literature, ambiguity plays a central role in Bohnet et al.’s game. When controlling for social ambiguity, we find no betrayal aversion. Apparently, people do not especially fear social or betrayal uncertainties. Instead, preferences reveal a cognitive effect: people do not understand betrayal uncertainties well. Our results show the desirability to correct for various components of ambiguity attitudes, including the new social component, before drawing conclusions about strategic effects.

Appendix A. Ambiguity attitudes in MAP measurements

This appendix shows that BZ’s MAP findings may be due to nonneutral ambiguity attitudes without any betrayal aversion involved. As in BZ, we consider Fig. 1 without the between move. We assume that there is no betrayal aversion. Thus, there is no negative utility of having been betrayed, and the utility of outcomes is fixed. We do assume nonneutral attitudes towards ambiguity.
For simplicity, we assume that the subject maximizes expected utility under risk, with \( U(8,22) = 0, U(15,15) = 1 \), and \( U(10,10) = 0.245 \). This gives the risky preferences of Fig. 2b. BZ, therefore, predict MAP = 0.245, or 0.25 if rounded, irrespective of what the ambiguity attitude is.

To model ambiguity attitudes, we use Schmeidler’s (1989) rank-dependent utility (RDU), also known as Choquet expected utility, which uses a nonadditive event weighting function \( W \) instead of Savage’s (1954) additive subjective probability. As in Abdellaoui et al.’s (2011) source method, we consider the case where \( W \) is of the form \( w_A(P(\cdot)) \). We call \( P \) values \( a(\text{mbiguity})-\text{neutral beliefs} \). They could be interpreted as the weights and beliefs of an ambiguity-neutral twin of the decision maker. The strictly increasing nonlinear \( w_A \), the source function, captures ambiguity attitudes. Ambiguity attitudes as in Ellsberg’s paradoxes can be modeled because \( w_A \) for ambiguity is different than the weighting function for risk—which is linear under our assumption of EU. Probabilistic sophistication then holds “locally” within the source of the ambiguous events, but not “globally” if we join them with the risky events.

As explained before, we use a “forward” evaluation as in Fig. 3. In RDU, the act generated by a choice of MAP is evaluated by

\[
RDU = w_A(P(15,15)) \times 1 + (w_A(P(15,15) + P(10,10)) - w_A(P(15,15))) \times 0.245, \tag{A.1}
\]

where \( P(15,15) \) is the probability of receiving the best outcome with utility 1 and \( P(10,10) \) is the probability of receiving the middle outcome with utility 0.245 given the chosen MAP. We suppress the worst outcome because its utility is 0. The MAP with the maximal RDU value is chosen.

For \( w_A \), we use Prelec’s (1998) popular compound invariance family

\[
w_A(p) = \left(\exp\left(-(-\ln(p))^\alpha\right)\right)^\beta. \tag{A.2}
\]

It is well suited to capture ambiguity attitudes. Parameter \( \beta \) captures the ambiguity aversion component with aversion \( (\beta > 1) \), indifference/neutrality \( (\beta = 1) \), or seeking \( (\beta < 1) \). This parameter plays a role similar as our index \( b \) above and is commonly put central in normatively oriented theoretical studies on ambiguity. Parameter \( \alpha \) captures the insensitivity component with insensitivity \( (\alpha < 1) \), neutrality \( (\alpha = 1) \), or oversensitivity \( (\alpha > 1) \). It is similar to our index \( \alpha \). The power family results as the subfamily with a fixed \( \alpha = 1 \). In general, \( w_A \) may depend on the source of uncertainty. Based on BZ’s claim of betrayal aversion, one might, a priori, expect source preference (smaller \( \beta \)) for the risky dictator game over the trust game. This could be taken as an alternative way to model betrayal aversion, alternative to BZ’s modeling through utility functions. However, to demonstrate that ambiguity attitudes can generate their observations without any aversion/preference component, we assume the same \( w_A \) for both the risky dictator game and the trust game here.

We next discuss assumptions about beliefs for the two treatments of BZ considered here: the trust game treatment and the risky dictator treatment. For the first treatment, we assume that the subject received a signal claiming \( p^* = 0.29 \).\(^{13}\) Such a signal could be interpreted as the subject’s extrapolation from her past experience in social interactions. She believes that the signal is correct with probability 0.5. Conditional on the signal being incorrect, she assigns uniform prior probabilities 1/101 to all \( p^* \). Hence, \( \pi(p^* = 0.29) = 0.5 + 0.5/101 \) and the remaining probability mass is divided uniformly over all other \( p^* \). Probabilities of receiving each outcome further depend on the choice of MAP. For instance, for the act \( MAP = 0.25 \), \( P(10,10) = \pi(p^* < 0.25) = 0.124, P(15,15) = \sum_{i=25}^{100} \pi(p^* = \frac{i}{100}) \times \frac{i}{100} = 0.380 \), and \( P(8,22) = 0.496 \). We do maintain the assumption of reduction of compound lotteries here. In Schmeidler’s RDU, ambiguity attitudes are modeled through nonadditive weighting and reduction of compound lotteries need not be abandoned.

For the second treatment, the risky dictator game treatment, the subject has little information about \( p^* \). We assume that the subject then considers all \( p^* \) equally probable, assigning prior probability \( \pi(p^*) = 1/101 \) to each. This belief, with average \( p^* = 0.5 \), is relatively more optimistic than the belief in the trust game.

Table A1 presents a numerical analysis with different parameter values of the weighting function. It shows that for the most common combinations of parameters, the optimal MAP in the trust game is larger than that in the risky dictator game. This gives rise to empirical patterns consistent with BZ’s findings without there being any betrayal aversion.

The first rows have \( \alpha = 1 \), so that insensitivity plays no role. With \( \beta = 2 \) we then get convex functions \( w_A \) and \( W \), and ambiguity aversion. This case has been almost exclusively considered in theoretical studies and in game theory. With \( \beta = 1 \) we get SEU, and with \( \beta = \frac{1}{2} \) ambiguity seeking. The parameters in the penultimate row are the most common ones found empirically for risky probability weighting (Wakker, 2010 p. 207). Note, however, that our \( w_A \) is of a different kind, capturing ambiguity attitudes rather than risk attitudes. We nevertheless present calculations for these values. Finally, we consider an extreme deviation from ambiguity neutrality, with \( \alpha \) yet smaller and \( \beta \) yet larger.

BZ claimed that ambiguity attitudes play no role, i.e.,

\[
\text{BZ’s Claim: MAP}_t = p_t = p_r = \text{MAP}_r \text{ in all cases.} \tag{A.3}
\]

\( MAP_t = MAP_r \) would imply that ambiguity cannot replace betrayal aversion, whereas \( MAP_t > MAP_r \) implies that it can. BZ’s claimed equalities hold true in the third row, i.e., under SEU, which BZ assumed implicitly. However, in all other rows

\(^{13}\) Bohnet et al. (2008) found \( p = 0.29 \) for their two largest countries: China and the US. The signal could be that the subject knows about this finding from these two countries, and thinks that her opponent comes from these countries with probability 0.5.
Table A.1
Optimal MAPs by ambiguity attitudes without betrayal aversion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha = 1; \beta = 2$</th>
<th>BZ predict</th>
<th>optimal</th>
<th>$\alpha = 1; \beta = 1$</th>
<th>BZ predict</th>
<th>optimal</th>
<th>$\alpha = 1; \beta = 1/2$</th>
<th>BZ predict</th>
<th>optimal</th>
<th>$\alpha = 0.65; \beta = 1.0467$</th>
<th>BZ predict</th>
<th>optimal</th>
<th>$\alpha = 0.30; \beta = 1.2$</th>
<th>BZ predict</th>
<th>optimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_t = 0.25$</td>
<td>$MAP_t = 0.73$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.171$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.247$</td>
<td>$p_t = 0.25$</td>
<td>$MAP_t = 0.25$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.410$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.410$</td>
<td>$p_t = 0.25$</td>
<td>$MAP_t = 0.25$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.6394$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.6395$</td>
<td>$p_t = 0.25$</td>
<td>$MAP_t = 0.23$</td>
<td>$RDU = 0.379$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first (left) column specifies the ambiguity attitude through Eq. (A.2). The second and third columns concern the trust game, with first BZ’s predicted optimal MAP, $p_t$, and then the real optimal MAP, $MAP_t$. The fourth and fifth column similarly concern the risky dictator game, now using subscripts $r$.

There is no ambiguity neutrality and the claimed equalities are violated. We mostly find $MAP_t > MAP_r$, so that ambiguity (without betrayal aversion) can indeed accommodate BZ’s data. The implications are close to the equalities of SEU under ambiguity seeking because it tends to neutralize the unfavorable beliefs (due to the unfavorable signal) in the trust game. In the last row, because of the extreme insensitivity, there is extreme overweighting near $P = 0$ and, which is relevant for us, there is extreme underweighting near $P = 1$. The latter reinforces the certainty effect (here due to ambiguity) so much that subjects never enter the trust game. They have an extreme “global” dislike to ambiguity in the right branch of Fig. 3 and just always go left.

The assumption of EU for risk in this example can be relaxed by introducing a nonlinear probability weighting function $w$ for risk. Then $W(E) = W_A(w(P(E)))$, with $W_A$ again capturing ambiguity attitudes. It leads to similar results as above.

Many other examples can be constructed with different ambiguity attitudes in the two treatments or different nonEU evaluations of the dynamic optimization problems. There are many attitudinal components in nonEU besides betrayal aversion. In general, no clear conclusions can be drawn from the complex MAP measurements. To find out what drives MAP experiments, further measurements would be needed, concerning ambiguity attitudes, and perceptions and attitudes towards dynamic optimization.

Quercia (2016) replicated the experiment of BZ but made three simplifications to the MAP design. First, she derived MAPs indirectly from choice lists, second, she expressed probabilities in terms of frequencies, and, third, she improved the instructions. These improvements led to a better understanding of the MAP elicitation procedure. However, they do not resolve the problems discussed here. Not surprisingly, they did not lead to different findings than BZ’s.

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geb.2020.07.007.
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